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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In administering standard reading achievement tests, it
is assumed that the vocabulary included on the tests repre-
sents a fair sampling of the vocabulary taught in a particu-
lar basic reading program.
The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabulary
of ten commonly used standard reading achievement tests, pub
lished between 1925 and 1947, with the vocabulary of the
Laidlaw Basic Readers from pre -primer through the second
reader, published in 1947 by Laidlaw Brothers, New York.
These specific problems will be determined;
1. What percent of the total number of different
words on each test are words in this basal
system?
2. What percent of the basal vocabulary in this
system is tested by each test?
3. What test best fits the Laidlaw Basic Readers?
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DEFINITION OF TERilS USED
Basal reading ;^ reading aimed at the systematic development of
reading ability by means of a series of books
or other material especially suitable for each
successive stage of reading development,
2
Basal reader ; a textbook, usually part of a graded series,
used for instruction in reading; there are four
types; literary, story, factual, and learn to
study.
Basal reading series ;^ a set of books issued by a publisher as
texts for systematic instruction in reading;
usually includes a reading-readiness book, a
pre -primer, a primer, and the first to sixth
readers.
Standardized test ;^ a test for which the exercises have been
carefully selected and evaluated and which is
accompanied by norms.
5
Noimis ; the median or average performances on standardized
tests of pupils of different ages or grade
placement, as determined by the testing of
large numbers of pupils.
gReliability ; the degree to which a test measures what it does
measure; consistency of measurement; a major
criterion of a good examination.
7
Validity ; the degree to which a test measures what it purports
to measure; the major criterion of a good exam-
ination.
1. Good, C, V., editor. Dictionary of Education . New York;
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1945. p. 329.
2. Loc. cit.
3. Ibid. p. 331.
4. Greene, H, A., et al.. Measurement and Evaluation in the
Elementary School . New York; Longmans, Green and Co., Inc.,
1945. p, 624.
5. Ibid. p. 620.




REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Part I Standard Achievement Tests
A. History of Tests
The construction of standardized achievement tests is a
comparatively recent development* Although educational tests
were formally used in schools as early as medieval times, re-
latively little progress was made before the nineteenth cen-
tury* Since then, tremendous advance has been made in the pro-
duction and use of standard tests*
The first attempt to devise and use an objective type
test, was reported in 1864 by the Reverend George Fisher,^ an
English school master. His ”scale books'* tested handwriting,
spelling, mathematics, navigation. Scripture knowledge, gram-
mar and composition, French, general history, drawing, and
practical science* They were composed of sample performances
representing varying degrees of excellence, which were arranged
in the form of a scale* They were crude but contained many
ideas used in standard tests today*
In America, the originator of objective tests was Dr* J*
M* Rice*^ His tests were not standardized, but they helped to
1* Chadwick, E. B*, "Statistics of Educational Results", The
Museum, A Quarterly Magazine of Education* Literature and
Science. 3:47^-84, January, 1864.
2, Rice, J. M., ”The Futility of the Spelling Grind", Forum,
23:163-72, April-June, 1897*
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2focus attention upon the use of tests for improving instruc-
tion, In 1894 he carried out his famous spelling inquiry
using thousands of children in a number of cities. From the
results, he concludes that pupils who spend thirty minutes a
day for eight years in studying spelling, do not spell any
better than those who spend only ten minutes a day for eight
years.
A year or so later. Rice’ tested a large number of pupils
in arithmetic and language. When he gave his results to a
meeting of the Department of Superintendence of the National
Education Association in 1897, he was criticised especially
for his spelling report. They said it was impossible to mea-
sure the results of spelling simply by administering a test.
Furthermore, they contended that spelling was taught to de-
velop the pupils* minds and not to teach them to spell*
Although Rice*s work appeared to be of little value, it
was the source of inspiration to Dr. E. L. Thorndike, who is
often referred, to as the father of the testing movement. In
1904, he published the first book dealing with mental and
Q
educational measurements. Through this book and his later
influence on his students, he became more than any other per-
son responsible for the early development of standard tests.
1. Rice, J. M., **Educat ional Research; A Test in Arithmetic**,
Forum , 34:281-97, October-December , 1902.
2. Thorndike, E. L., An Introduction to the Theory of Mental
and Social Measurements ., Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, iJew York: 1904.
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3In 1910, Professor Thorndike^ presented his well known
handwriting scale* He secured a set of specimens which dif-
fered from each other by known amounts of quality* Then he
arranged these specimens in order of increasing merit to form
a scale*
Thorndike’s method of scale construction was used by many
2
of his followers* Among them was Hillegas, who applied the
same principles in his composition scale*
Stone, ^ a student of Thorndike, constructed two tests in
arithmetic, one on fundamentals and the other on reasoning*
He devised a system whereby the harder examples were more
heavily weighted* This made the test units more nearly equal*
After Stone’s original study was completed, his reasoning test
was standardized and published in 1908* It was the first
standardized tests of achievement to be published*
Courtis^ cooperated with Stone, Together they adminis-
tered the Stone Arithmetic Tests which were meant for grade
six only* Courtis initiated the idea of giving the tests in
all of the grades through the high school* He found the Stone
1* Thomdlk^, E* L*, ’’Handwriting’*, Teachers College Record *
11:83-175, March, 1910. ^
2* Hillegas, M. B.
,
”A Scale for the Measurement of Quality




3* Stone, C. V/*, ”Arithmetie Abilities and Some Factors Deter-
mining Them”, Contributions to Education , No. 19, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York: 1908, 102 p*
4* Courtis, S. A*, ”Measurement of Growth and Efficiency in
Arithmetic”, Elementary School Teacher , 10:58-74, 177-99,
October, December, 1909; 11 :171-85,Dec.l910;ll:560»70,Mar.l931.
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4tests unsatisfactory for establishing norms in the different
grades, so he prepared group tests of his own* His tests
were timed, the scoring was made objective, and the tests were
standardized*
Another contribution to the development of educational
measurement was made by Ayres* He constructed a handwriting
scale^ in 1912, and a spelling scale^ in 1915. Of the two,
the spelling scale was the more important because in it he
stresses the importance of educational objectives as prerequi-
sites of test construction*
Buckingham,^ in 1913, prepared a spelling scale which
was a new type of instrianent* This test began with words
which practically all pupils could spell, and increased in
difficulty until at the end of the scale, relatively few pu-
pils could spell the words correctly*
The years between 1908 and 1915 brought forth a number
of standard tests in various school subjects* Reading, how-
ever, was the last to lend Itself to the testing movement*
Thorndike stressed the need for even rough means of measuring
1* Ayres, L* P*, "A Scale for Measuring the Quality of Hand-
wrlting of School Children", Russell Sage Foundation .
Bulletin E-113, New York City: 1912, 16 p*
2* Ayres, L* P., "A Measiiring Scale for Ability in Spelling",
Russell Sage Foundation
.
Bulletin E-159, New York City:
1915, 59 p.
o. Buckingham, B. R., "Spelling Ability: Its Measurement and
Distribution", Contributions to Education , No* 59, Teachers
College, 1913, 117 p.
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5school achievement in reading* With the cooperation of W, S*
Gray, he contributed his scale for measuring the understanding
of sentences, and his visual vocabulary test*^ In 1915, he
presented an improved scale for measuring ability in reading
with standards by vhich the teacher could determine the abili-
ty and progress of her pupils*^
Courtis^ was the first to present a standardized achieve-
ment test in reading which was published in 1916. During the
same year. Starch^ also reported a silent reading test wiiich
he devised* In his analysis. Starch points out that the chief
elements in reading are: the comprehension of reading matter,
the speed of reading, and the correctness of pronunciation*
His analysis helped to place more importance on silent reading
which had not been the case heretofore*
Such emphasis upon silent reading brought from the press
numerous reading tests* By 1918, there appeared the Brown
Silent Reading Test,^ the Kansas Silent Reading Test,® the
1. Thorndike, E* L*, ”The Measurement of Ability in Reading:
Preliminary Scales and Tests”, Teachers College Record .
15:207-77, September, 1914.
2* Thorndike, E* L*, ”An Improved Scale for Measuring Ability
in Reading”, Teachers College Record * 16:445-67, November,
1915; 17:40-67, January, 1916.
3* Courtis, S. A*, ”Problems of Measuring Ability in Silent
Reading”, American School Board Journal
. 54:17-18, May, 1917*
4* Starch, D*, ”The Measurement of Efficiency in Reading”,
Journal of Educational Psychology
.
6:1-24, January, 1915*
5* Brown, H. A*, ”The Measurement of Ability to Read”, Bureau
of Rese^ch , Bulletin No* 1, N. H. Hampshire Department of
Public Instruction, 57 p*
6. Kelly, P. J*, ”The Kansas Silent Reading Tests”, Journal of
Educational Psychology
. 7:63-80, February, 1916
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Courtis Silent Reading Tests,^ and Monroe's Standardized Si-
2
lent Reading Test*
B* Factors Causing Rapid Development
The development of educational tests was influenced by a ,
number of studies on the acciaracy of school marks* Kelly,
^
in 1914 published a monograph which summarized the studies of
school marks* The results of these studies prove the sub-
jectivity of teacher's marks, and point to the need for using
tests which give more accurate measures of achievement. In
one of the more recent studies, Hulten^ found that 28 Wiscon-
sin high school teachers of experience, differed widely on
trials at an interval of two months, in the values assigned
an English composition* He found that 15 teachers who gave
passing grades the first time, would have failed the pupil
the second time.
School Surveys also stimiilated the construction and use
of educational tests* The first reported school s\irvey was
1 . Ibid.
2. Monroe, W* S., "Monroe's Standardized Silent Reading Tests'^
Journal of Educational Psychology . 9:303-12, Jime, 1918.
3. Kelly, F. J*, "Teachers' Marks", Contributions to Educa-
tion
.
No* 66, Teachers College, 1914.
4. Hulten, C. E*, "The Personal Element in Teachers' Marks",
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the Survey of Pittsburgh,^ in 1907. Four years later, came
the Survey of New York City which was the first to use educa-
tional tests to measure achievement of pupils in order to
evaluate the efficiency of the school system. Courtis was a
member of the survey commission. He gave his arithmetic tests
to over 30,000 children. Courtis stressed the advantage of
norms and offered to cooperate with schools desiring to ad-
minister tests. He was instrumental in organizing a bureau
in several states in order to assist in administering the
tests and interpreting the scores.
The organization of state, city, university, and other
bureaus helped to further the progress of tests. Some felt
that existing tests were unsatisfactory and they constructed
new ones to meet their needs. The first bureau to imdertake
the construction and distribution of tests was the bureau of
Educational Measurement Standards at Kansas State Normal
p
School, Emporia.
The early bureaus established at educational institutions,
stimulated systematic administration of tests. A group of
schools would agree to cooperate. The tests were given on or
near a specified date, and the resulting scores were summar-
ized by the bureau and sent to the cooperating schools.
1. Monroe, W. S., et al.. Ten Years of Educational Research .
1918-27, Bureau of Educational Research Bulletin, No. 42,
Urbana; University of Illinois, 1928, p. 93.
2. Monroe, W. S., editor. Encyclopedia of Educational Research.
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Later there developed more systematic and more extensive
programs. In 1929, the State University of Iowa began a state
wide every pupil testing program at the high school level*
It was extended to the upper elementary level in 1934. Parti-
cipation in the program is optional and on a cost basis.
Other educational Institutions and state departments of edu-
cation, established similar programs, and by 1939 some type
of organized program was in operation in twenty-six states,^
The popularity and use of tests grew rapidly* Quantity
production had reached its peak, and quality production was
on the way.
That the testing movement of this country has ex-
perienced phenomenal growth since 1900 is now the com-
mon knowledge of all educators. A study of this growth
shows a fortunate decline recently in the output of
materials for which, in many instances, the motive was
to share in the commercial returns of an innovation.
The testing movement is now entering upon a period of 2
slower but much more significant and substantial growth.
From 1917 on, the development of tests was so rapid,
that by 1928 nearly 1300 standardized and semi standardized
tests had been produced. In 1940, a similar unpublished coimt
exceeded 2,600,^
1, Loc, C it
,
2, Greene, H. A., et al., op, cit,, page 47,
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9C. Uses of Tests
Standard educational tests have become useful tools for
teachers, principals, and supervisors. Various forms of tests
are used continuously to Improve instruction. Trabue^ states
that improvements are often sought indirectly through changes
in administration, in organization of the school, in classi-
fication of pupils, and in educational and vocational guidance.
As tests improved, they were used more and more to eva-
luate methods of teaching and learning. They became valuable
aids in equating groups and as measures of achievement brought
2
about by the method under study. Zirbes in her comparative
studies of current practice in reading, made use of tests to
appraise procedures for iroproving teaching. In a like manner,
Raguse^ used tests in analyzing quantitative and qualitative
achievement in first grade reading.
4
Vogel and Gray used standard tests to check the relative
values of individualized versus group instruction. The tests
results show that the mastery of the fundamental facts in
1. Trabue, M. R., ^’Educational Tests and Their Uses*^, Review
of Educational Research . Official Publication of the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association, A Department of the
National Education Association, 3:41, Chapter IV, Feb. 1933.
2. Zirbes, Laura, "Comparative Studies of Current Practice in
Reading, Contributions to Education , No. 316, New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928, 229 p.
3. Raguse, P. W., "Qualitative and Quantitative Achievements
in First Grade Reading", Teachers College Record . 32:424-
36, February, 1931.
4. Washburne, C. W., A Sxiryey of the Wlnnetka Public Schools ,
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company,
1926, 135 p.
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arithmetic, reading, and language is facilitated somewhat for
most pupils by the Winnetka plan of instruction.
Achievement tests play a part in determining promotion of
pupils. In Baltimore, Kramer, Doughlass, and Frazee con-
ducted a city wide program of testing, and they set up stand-
ards of attainment for the skill subjects in the elementary
grades. The test data are used to assist teachers in deter-
mining which pupils have made sufficient progress to warrant
promotion. By allowing a deviation below the standards by as
much as a half grade, the danger of injustice is removed and
the evils of courtesy promotions and low standards are also
eliminated.
Grouping pupils in and within class on the basis of
achievement scores has become a typical use of test data.
4Chism reports that 67.5 percent of the elementary schools in
490 cities with a population of 2,500 to 100,000 use standard
educational tests as a basis of pupil classification.
The use of reading readiness tests has become a valuable
aid in teaching. Segel^ points out that scores on readiness
1. Kramer, G. A., ”The Relation of the Testing Program to
Promotion”, Baltimore Bulletin of Education , 9:73-78,
December, 1930
.
2. Doughlass, G. E., ^Promotional Standards in the Intermediate
Grades”, Baltimore Bulletin of Education , 9:86-87. Dec. ,1950.
3. Frazee, L., ’’Standards of Promotion for Primary Grades”,
Baltimore Bulletin of Education , 9:79-85, December, 1930.
4. Chism, L. L., ’’Classification and Promotion Practices in
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tests have a respectable relationship to later achievement in
reading or other first grade work.
Hilliard and Troxell^ used tests in making a study of
informational background as a factor in reading readiness.
' The results show that the rich background group is decidedly
ahead of the meager background group in sentence and para-
graph reading and only slightly superior in word recognition.
I pGrant compared the predictive value of the Metropolitan
Readiness Test with the Pintner Cunningham Primary Mental
Test. The res\ilts indicate that the Metropolitan Readiness
I
j
Test measures factors significantly related to later success
in reading skills, and is on a par with the Pintner Cunning-
ham Test in providing a basis for prediction.
Different types of standard tests are recommended for
use, along with frequent informal tests, as a part of normal
teaching.
In the use of standardized tests, a sufficient
justification is found in the fact that the needs of
school children can be successfully met only when in-
formation about individual pupils, classes, schools,
and school systems as a whole can be made available „
quickly and economically to various school officers.*^
1. Hilliard, G. Hi. ^d Troxell, E., ”Informational Background




2. Grant, A., ”The Comparative Validity of the Metropolitan
Readiness Tests and the Pintner Cunningham Primary Mental
Test”, Elementary School Journal , 58:599-605, April, 1938.
j
3. Gates, A. I., ”The Measurement and Evaluation of Achieve-
!
ment in Reading”. The Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the Nation- I
al Society for the Study of Education , Part 1. The Teaching
of Reading: A Second Report. Public School Publishing Com-
pany, Bloomington, Illinois: 1937, p. 359-360.
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D. Reading Achievement Testa
The need for measuring achievement in reading was
pointed out by Thorndike^ in 1914* In reporting the results
of the work on his own tests in reading, he states that edu-
cational science and educational practice need more objective,
more accurate, and more convenient measures of evaluating
reading ability,
2
During the same year. Brown also urged the construction
of standard tests in reading achievement. In his article he
states that without adequate means of measuring efficiency
of instruction, it is impossible to determine in any precise
manner what real results are being secured,
Judd,^ too, was among the first to point out the impor-
tance of standard tests in reading. He states that by means
of such tests the teacher has definite standards for judging
the efficiency of various pupils in the class. These stan-
dards also give opportunity for comparison with other school
situations and with groups of individuals who are undertaking
similar work.
The early standardized reading tests were of the general
or survey type, largely as a resiilt of the school survey move-
1, Thorndike, E. L., op.cit., "The Measurement of Ability in
Reading”, Teachers College Record . 15:1-67, Sept., 1914,
2, Brown, H. A., op, cit.
3, Judd, C. H., ”Readlng Tests”, Elementary School Teacher
.
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ment. Their value lies in the general appraisal of the work
of a class, or a school, or a city system. They do not give
a detailed analysis needed for remedial work. By the end of
1927, however, a more specific type of test was developed.
A number of diagnostic tests appeared. Their function is to
give specific information regarding the pupils* strong or
weak points.
In a recent article, Dolch^ states that tests should be
contructed from the teacher* s point of view. They should
test some specific thing which can be taught and which should
be taught in a particular grade. If tests of specific abili-
ties at particular grade levels are published, the teacher
will gladly use them and the pupil will greatly profit by
them. Dolch states further that reading must begin with the
learning of sight words. Each group of children studies a
particular book with its own vocabulary. The group should
then be tested on the vocabulary studied, but any standard
test fulfills this requirement only in part, because only a
small group of words given in the test occur in the primer
studied. Local schools must make their own test of sight
words unless the publishers will bring out such tests for
individual books. The teacher needs tests that will fit the
work presented.
1. Dolch, E« W.» ^^Testing Readinp;^*. Elementary School Journal.
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In 1943, Stone^ made a study of the validity of tests in
beginning reading* He studied the vocabulary of nine first
grade standard reading tests on the basis of adequate saonpling
of words appearing in pre-primer, primer, and first readers.
In each test, all the words whose recognition is involved
were checked by Stone *s Graded Vocabulary for Primary Grades.
He finds that several tests are not suitable for grade one.
PIn 1923 Ballenger made a study of the vocabulary con-
tent of certain standard reading tests, and compared it with
the basic vocabulary needs of the individual child. He re-
ports that there are a great many words included in the stan-
dard reading tests which are questionable because they are
not found in the child *s reading and writing vocabulary fre-
quently enough to be placed among the first three thousand
words in the Thorndike and Horn Lists.




2. Ballenger, H. L., ”A Comparative Study of the Vocabulary
Content of Certain Standard Reading Tests”, Elementary
School Journal
. 23:522-34, March, 1923.
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Part II The Prohlem of Vocabulary
A. Vocabulary Differences in Reading Books
Reading books vary greatly in the number and kind of
words used. Many studies have been made which show that au-
thors do not agree in either the number of words or which
words to use in the readers of any one grade. Even in the
primary grades, there is a wide disparity in the vocabulary
taught. While perfect agreement is not desirable, surely a
closer agreement would help to minimize the vocabulary pro-
blems in the teaching of reading.
A review of the more important vocabulary studies of
primary readers will follow. It will be noted that the ten-
dency in later years is to reduce the vocabulary load, and
to control the vocabulary of pre-primers, primers, first, and
second readers.
1. Pre-Primer Studies
Because pre-primers are of relatively recent origin,
studies of their vocabulary have been made only during the
past few years. One of the first was made by Aline Gross^ in
1934. She analyzed ten pre-primers published between 1927
and 1932 in order to find the words which may be used as a
guide in experience charts before the pre-primer is introduced.
1. Gross, A. E., ^A Pre-Primer Vocabulary Study^*, Elementary
School Journal
. 35:48-56, September, 1934.
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She tabulated 8,831 running words which comprised only 393
different words. Of this number 238 appeared four or more
times in the total count.
A similar study was conducted in 1937 by Hayward and Ord-
way.^ Using fifteen pre -primers published between 1933 and
1936, they find a total of 350 different words which is 43
less than the number reported by Gross. This decrease shows
a trend toward a lighter vocabulary load at this reading level.
However, the study also reveals that only three words were
used in all fifteen books and only eighteen in ten or more
books. This indicates the wide range of words used in books
for beginning reading.
2Curtis in 1938 tabulated the words from twelve pre-prl-
mers. He reports a total of 11,914 running words and only
241 different words. From this list, Curtis made a core vo-
cabulary of 72 words which were repeated 9,047 times in the
books which he analyzed.
A wide range in pre -primer vocabulary was also found by
Stone^ who, in 1941, analyzed twenty pre-primers published
from 1931 to 1940 inclusive. Not a single word appears in all
1 . Hayward, W. G. and Ordway, N. M., "Vocabularies of Recently
Published Pre-Primers”, Elementary School Journal . 37:608-
17, April, 1937.
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twenty books. The total number of different words appearing
in the pre-primers, is 359. Of this number, 186 appear in
only one book, 54 in only two, and 29 in only three. Stone
lists the 100 words found to be most important and presents
a study of the comparative difficulty of the pre-primers on
the basis of vocabulary load.
During the same year, Langston^ analyzed ten pre-primer
programs which included twelve pre-primer books in all. The
books used were also published from 1931 to 1940, but they
were not the same books which were included in either the
Gross or the Curtis study. Langston reports a total of
10,749 words with 306 different v/ords. Taking the most fre-
quently used words from the Gross, Ciirtis, and his own study,
he found 105 different words in the combined lists. From
this number, 79 words, comprising two-thirds of the total
running words cf the three studies, were taken as a core vo-
cabulary.
A combined study of pre-primers and primers was made by
2Rudisill in 1938, for the purpose of noting an appropriate
sequence for the reading of twenty-six pre-primers and seven-
teen primers. Her study shows that the number of different
words varied from 36 to 249 in the pre -primers and from 200
to 429 in the primers. The study further discloses that there
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is a wide variation in the extent to which the vocabularies
of the pre -primer 3 and the primers are identical.
Throughout the pre-primer studies, there is a noticeable
tendency toward minimizing the vocabulary used, however there
is also in evidence a wide difference in the words found in
the various books.
2. Primer Studies
On the primer level, one of the earliest studies of note
was made by Selke and Selke^ in 1922. They analyzed twelve
primers and found 1,636 different words which is four times
mxre than the number found in fifteen pre-primers. Only 38
words are common to all twelve books, and 783 words appear in
only one book. The study points out the fact that books at
the primer level vary widely in the number of different words
Included. The range for the twelve books varies from 157 to
630. A wide diversity of words continues to be in evidence
at the primer level.
In a later study published in 1930, Erich Selke reports
considerable progress. By comparing twelve more recent prim-
ers with those used in the earlier study, he finds that the
newer books tend to introduce fewer words. Ten books have
less than 400 different words, while in 1922 only six of the
1. Selke, E. and Selke, G. A., ”a Study of the Vocabularies of
Beginning Books in Twelve Reading Methods”, Element ary
School Journal , 22:745-49, June, 1922.
2, Selke, E., ”A Comparative Study of the Vocabularies of
Twelve Beginning Books in Reading”, Journal of Educational
Research, 22:369-74, December, 1930.
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books studied had less than that number; eight have less than
300, while only two had less than that number in 1922# More-
over, the total nianber of words included represents a decrease
of 26 percent* Selke also points out that there are still too
few words common to beginning books, and that there are too
many that appear only once or with too little frequency*
The following year. Earring^ analyzed fifteen well known
primers. He finds 1,260 different words with 538 of them
appearing in only one book, and 34 appearing in all fifteen
books. In comparing this study with the one made by E. and
G. A. Selke, it is clear that the vocabulary load is becoming
lighter, but it is also evident that the selection of the vo-
cabulary still varies widely in the different readers.
2
In 1936, Eockett and Neeley made a study of thirty-three
primers published between 1923 and 1935. They report a total
of 174,076 rimning words and a total of 1,713 different words
in all thirty-three books. Of these, 681 appear in only one
book, and 1,077 appear in three books or fewer. Only 25 words
are common to the entire group of thirty-three books.
They also compared the average repetitions in books pub-
lished before and after 1930. Books before that date show an
average repetition for each word of 17.2 times; books after




2. Eockett, J • A. and Neeley, D. F., ”A Comparison of the Vo-
cabularies of Thirty-Three Primers”, Elementary School
Journal
. 37:190-202, November, 1936.
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1930, shows an average repetition for each word of 19.1 times.
Some of the books not only contain a high average number of
repetitions, but also have few words which occur five times
or less and a large proportion of words which appear ten times
or more
•
The studies of primers like those of pre-primers, indi-
cate a decided trend toward lessening the vocabulary load, yet
the choice of vocabulary still varies greatly. This is due to
the fact that no definite criteria for vocabulary selection
has been decided upon by the writers of basal reading books.
The choice of vocabulary seems to be determined for the most
part, by the type of story selected.
3. First Reader Studies
An early study of first readers was made by Packer^ in
1921. He analyzed ten books published before 1918. He re-
ports 3,541 different words which is twice the number reported
by Selke and Selke for twelve primers. Of the total number
2,048 occur four times or less, and 2,562 occur less than ten
times. This study em.phasized the wide range of vocabularies
in the ten first readers examined.
1. Packer, J. L., *^The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers".
Report of the Society’s Committee on Silent Reading ,
p. 127-44. Twentieth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, Part 11, Bloomington, Illinois;
Public School Publishing Company, 1921.
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In 1930, Wheeler and Eowell^ reported a study which com-
pared the vocabularies of primers and first readers of ten
series published between 1922 and 1929. The ten primers have
a total vocabulary of 1,139 words and the ten first readers
a vocabulary of 2,061. The ten first readers on Packer's
list have a combined vocabulary of 3,641 as stated above. A
distinctly smaller vocabulary in the later readers is due to
the use of the Thorndike and other word lists published since
1920.
In 1937, Hockett and Neeley^ examined twenty-eight widely
used first readers published from 1924 to 1930. They report
2,800 different words or four-fifths as many as were reported
by Packer in 1921 for ten first readers. They also report
that the typical reader has about 9,000 words with slightly
less than 600 different words. Approximately one-half of the
words are repeated more than five times, and slightly less
than a foxirth appear more than fifteen times. This study
shows that the more recent books have a significantly smaller
vocabulary and an increased repetition of words used.
3Betts, in 1939, conducted a study of pre-primers, pri-
mers, and first readers of thirteen basal series published
1 . Wheeler, H. E. and Howell, E. A., "A First Grade Vocabulary
Study”, Elementary School Journal
. 31:52-60, Sept., 1930.
2. Hockett, J. A. and Neeley, N. G., "The Vocabularies of
Twenty-Eight First Readers”, Elementary School Journal.
37:344-352, January, 1937.
3. Betts, E. A., "a Study of the Vocabularies of First Grade
Basal Readers”, The Elementary English Review
. 16:65-69,
February, 1939.
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between 1932 and 1937* He finds that these basal readers at
any one level vary widely in the number of different words
and the number of running words used* He states:
The wide disparity in the vocabularies of books
used at any one grade level probably creates signifi-
cant pedagogical problems in directing the activities
of a substantial number of the school population*
4. Second Reader Studies
As early as 1918, Housh^ counted the words of ten second
grade readers to determine their range and frequency* The
number of different words in a reader vary from 1,198 to
1,910* Only 419 words are common to all ten readers* A
large percentage of words used in each book occur only one,
two, or three times*
An analysis of thirteen readers including primers, first
and second readers, used in Catholic schools was reported by
Sister Irmina^ in 1929* Her tabulations show an average of
340 different words in primers, 647 in first readers, and
1,188 in second readers. These figures are similar to those
reported in the public schools* The average frequency with
1* Housh, eT T*, Analysis of the Vocabularies of Ten Second-
Year Readers”, Third Report of the Committee on Economy of
Time in Education * p* 40-45* Seventeenth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education , Part 1*
Bloomington, Illinois: Public Sclaool Publishing Company,
1918*
2* Irmina, Sister M*, An Evaluation of the Vocabulary Content
of Twelve Series of Primary Readers * Catholic University
of American Educational Research Bulletins, Vol* IV, No* 7*
Washington: Catholic Education Press, 1929, p* 52*
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which words occur in the different books is 6.7 in the primers,
5.98 in the first readers, and 4.29 in the second readers.
A more recent study was done by Stone^ in 1935. His
purpose was to obtain a second grade vocabulary list which he
could use as a basis for a series of workbooks in phonics.
He examined sixteen second grade reading books and reports
about 3,200 different words. Of this number only 1,276 are
found in three or more of the sixteen books analyzed.
The facts presented in the studies of readers from pre-
primer through the second grade level, all show that beginning
books in reading differ widely in the basic vocabulary used.
Because of the extremely large variations found in the readers
of the earlier studies, there arose a demand for a so-called
basic vocabulary which should be mastered without fail in
each grade. Many efforts have been made to find the words
of greatest functional value for pupils in their beginning
reading program. A number of word lists have resulted, the
most important of which will be reviewed in the following
section.
1. Stone, C. R., "The Second Grade Reading Vocabulary^',
Elementary School Journal
, 35:359-367, January, 1935.
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B. Word Lists
A tremendous amount of work has been done by various
people to secure the word lists which are now available.
These lists have been extensively used by the writers of
books for children. They have helped to simplify the voca-
bulary in children* s books and have also helped to bring
about a greater agreement on the words needed for the basic
vocabulary of readers.
The most comprehensive study of vocabulary was conducted
by Professor Thorndike.^ He carried out word counts over a
period of ten years using approximately four and a half mil-
lion words taken from children’s literature, classics, text-
books, newspapers, magazines, correspondence, and a wide
assortment of reference and technical books. The most fre-
quently occurring 10,000 words are printed with a rating of
the Importance of each in his Teacher’s Word Book .^ The ex-
tended list of 20,000 words appears in a later edition of
the Word Book .^
Gates^ composed a list of 4,400 words which are intended
1. Thorndike, E. L., **Word Knowledge in the Elementary School'^
Teachers College Record
. 22s 334-70, September, 1921.
2. Thorndike, E. L., Teacher’s Word Book of 10,000 Words . Nev/
Yorks Teachers College, Columbia University, 1921, 134 p.
3. Thorndike, E. L., Teacher’s Word Book of 20,000 Words . New
Yorks Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932, 182 p.
4. Gates, A. I., ’’The Construction of a Reading Vocabulary
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for use in all forms of reading material in the primary
grades. The list is based on Thorndike *s commonest 2,500
words, a count of children's literature. Packer's vocabulary
of ten first readers, and Horn's list. The words were se-
lected on the basis of high interest and utility.
Ernest Horn^ gathered a list of words from the speech
of children up to and including six years of age. He found
5,000 different forms were used, but his published list gives
only 1,082 words.
2
In Madorah Smith's investigation, the spontaneous chat-
ter of 88 children at play was recorded. The children were
from two to five years of age. No complete listing of the
words was made but the 67 words that have a frequency of more
than 100 are given.
The International Kindergarten Union^ list, presents a
vocabulary of normal children before entering the first grade.
The words were taken from the speech of children while they
were at kindergarten, and some were also taken from their
1. Horn, E., "The Commonest Words in the Spoken Vocabulary of
Children Up to and Including Six Years of Age”, The Twenty*
Fourth Yearbook
.
National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion. Part I. Bloomington, Illinois; Public School Pub-
lishing Company, 1925.
2. Smith, M. E., ”An Investigation of the Development of the
Sentence and the Extent of Vocabulary in Young Children”,
Studies in Child Welfare . Iowa: Published by the University
of Iowa, Vol. Ill, No. 5, May 15, 1926. 92 p.
3. International Kindergarten Union, Child Study Committee.
A Study of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering the
First Grade . Baltimore: The Union, 1928. 36 p.
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speech at home. Only 2,500 words were chosen for this list,
although some 7,000 different words were found. Many words
were omitted because they occurred only once.
An extensive investigation was conducted by Buckingham
and Dolch^ in 1936. Their purpose was to determine as nearly
as possible, what words children from grades two through eight
know. Children were told to write any words which came to
their minds in a fifteen minute period. Over 2,000 children
submitted nearly two and a half million running words. On the
basis of probable vocabulary development, experience with
children, and a comparison of the results of eleven other well
\
known words lists, the authors present a grade by grade voca-
bulary of about 19,000 words.
A recent study on the vocabulary of the pre-school child
2
was made by Hodgkins. She tabulated the spontaneous speaking
vocabulary of 162 nursery school children from two to five
years of age.
Another recent study was conducted by Henry Rinsland in
1945, with the assistance of a W. P. A. grant. His words were
taken from the written compositions of children in the first
1. Buckingham. B. P. and Dolch, Bi. W., A Combined Word List .
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936. lii-185 p.
2. Hodgkins, A. M. M., ’’The Tabulation of the Spontaneous
Speaking Vocabulary of 162 Two to Five Year Old Children in
a Nursery School”., Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston
University School of Education, Boston, 1947.
3. Rinsland, H. D.
,
A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School
Children . New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. 1-636
.
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eight grades. He presents the actual frequency of use of
words grade by grade of many children from all sections of the
country. He reports 25,632 words used, with 14,571 occurring
with a frequency of three or more times in any one grade.
The word lists which have been discussed, represent the
major contributions of research in the field of children’s
vocabulary. They provide much useful Information for teachers
and for the writers of textbooks. They have helped to reduce
useless vocabulary and have served as a basis for curriculum
planning.
'io 08JU lo yonenxjo'i'i XiBJU’O’OB sdct act'iiGss'jiiq eK .eebs^B d'lisi©
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Part III Recent Trends in Basal Readers
Today the most widely used approach in the teaching of
reading is made through the use of a basal reader series*
These readers contain directed reading activities graded in
difficulty. Their chief emphasis is on the use of a graded
vocabulary based on the standard word lists. The authors of
basal books are particularly careful to have their readers
consist of words having the highest frequency on approved
word lists.
Some progressive educators have expressed concern about
the regimented use of basal textbooks. Boney^ has presented
strong arguments against the use of basal readers. However,
if used properly, there is no danger of regimenting instruc-
2
tion. Betts states that regimentation has resulted from an
overemphasis on grade placement. He continues to point out
that basal readers have a number of advantages and in general
do provide a readily available means of appraising reading
needs.
In a recent article, Pease^ stresses the need for a sound
program which will help to prevent reading failure. She sug-
gests a basic program which provides for readiness, suitable




2. Betts, E. A., Foundations of Reading Instruction . Boston^
American Book Company, 1946. p. 683-694.
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materials, good teaching methods, adequate testing, and cor-
rective remedial Instruction.
Some new trends in primary grade readers are reported by
Spache.^ Among the new trends are a lessening of the vocabu-
lary burden, and an increase in repetition to insure mastery.
The primers of recent copyright dates are only two-thirds as
difficult in vocabulary as were those of a decade ago. The
same trend can be seen in first readers whose vocabulary load
p
has dropped 28% in ten years. Spache says;
Readers must be of average or less than average
difficulty in vocabulary characteristics in order that
they may not prove a barrier to the acquisition of
reading skill. A reader should provide for extensive
repetition of the basal vocabulary and for integra-
tion of the reading materials, either through provi-
sion of parallel readers, unit reading materials, or
books of between grade difficulty.
Gunderson^ recently investigated ten different basic
readers to find what provision is being made for the widening
and enriching of vocabulary through the use of synonyms. She
studied verbs only and finds that the child is constantly
being made aware of the fact that many words have a common
meaning. She finds fewer synonyms in primers and first rea-
ders, but more in second and third readers, as would be ex-
1. Spache, G., **New Trends in Primary-Grade Readers”, The
Elementary School Journal
. 42:283-90, December, 1941.
2. Ibid., p. 289-90.
3. Gunderson, A. G., ‘‘Provision in Readers for Developing
Meaning Vocabulary in Grades 1, 11, and 111”, Elementary
School Journal . 43:41-6, September, 1942.
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pected. Calling attention to synonyms and colorful expres-
sions, helps the child to develop a meaning consciousness*
A few years ago, Russell^ investigated the opinions of
experts about primary grade reading programs. He secured
these opinions by means of a questionnaire which he sent to
400 selected persons throughout the United States. He re-
ceived 125 replies. The experts show both a definite agree-
ment and a distinct lack of agreement about different phases
of primary reading problems. In the problem of vocabulary
control, there is no agreement about the size and repetition
of vocabulary in the two sample pre-primers; but of two
sample primers, the replies reliably favor a shorter primer
containing fewer different words. The total vocabularies
favored for the different books are smaller than those in
most of the readers now in common use*
Discussions by Hildreth
,
Stone‘s, and others, indicate
that there is not complete agreement on all the changes which
have taken place in vocabulary control in primary readers.
Hence, the vocabulary taught in the various basal systems
still varies widely. This creates the problem of finding
1. Russell, D. H., "Opinions of Experts About Primary-Grade
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tests which fit a particular reading system. Gates says;^
The greatest difficulty encountered in providing
standard instruments for the measurement of reading
in the primary grades, especially in grade one, is the
fact that each child has only a limited reading voca-
bulary and these vocabularies vary greatly from class
to class First grade pupils are largely limited
in word recognition to those words taught in the par-
ticular system used. Their reading, in other words,
is largely specific; they can read what they have
learned to read but are likely to be unable to read
other material which is, for pupils at large, equally
easy.
Research shows difference in vocabularies, importance of
standard tests, and values of basal readers. Therefore, this
study is an attempt to compare the vocabulary of the Lald.law
Basic Readers with the vocabularies of ten standardized
reading tests.
1. Gates, A. I., The Improvement of Reading . New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1929, p. 40.
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PLAN OF THE STUDY
A. Problem Re-Stated
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The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabulary
of ten commonly used Standard Reading Achievement Tests, pub-
lished between 1925 and 1947, with the vocabulary of the 1947
edition of the Laidlaw Basal Readers from pre-primer through
the second grade level* These specific problems will be de-
termined:
1. V.hat percent of the total number of different
words on each tests are words in this basal
system?
2. What percent of the basal vocabulary in this
system is tested by each test?
3* Vifhat test best fits the Laidlaw Basic Readers?
B. Materials Used
The materials for this study begin at the pre-primer
level and extend only through the second grade* Material for
higher levels was purposely excluded because of the fact that
reading ability and interest increase to a point where the
children* s vocabulary goes beyond a basal series*
The ten Standard Tests used in the analysis, were se-
lected because they are widely used in this vicinity for mea-
suring reading achievement in the primary grades* The most
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recent forms of each test were obtained. The names of the
ten tests with the forms used are as follows:
! American School Achievement Test
Public School Publishing Company
Bloomington, Illinois, 1941-42
Primary 1 Form A
Primary 1 Form B
Primary 11 Form A
Primary 11 Form B






2. Detroit Reading Test
World Book Company
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1927
Form A (Grades 1 and 2)
Form B (Grades 1 and 2)
3. Detroit Word Recognition Tests
World Book Company
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1926
Form A (Grade 1)
Form B (Grade 1)
Form C (Grade 1)
Form D ' (Grade 1)
4* DeVault Primary Reading Test
California Test Bureau
Los Angeles, California, 1928
Form 1 (Grades 1 and 2)
5* Gates Primary Reading Test
Bureau of Publications
Teachers College, Coltimbia University, N.Y. ,1943
Form 1 (Through first half of Grade 2)
Form 2 (Through first half of Grade 2)
Form 3 (Through first half of Grade 2)
6. Lee-Clark Reading Tests
California Test Bureau
Los Angeles, California, 1943
Primer Form A (Grade 1)
Primer Form B (Grade 1)
First Reader Form A (Grades 1 and 2)
First Reader Form B (Grades 1 and 2)
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(X OOh^xD) Q
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7. Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition Test
California Test Bureau
Los Angeles, California, 1926
Form 1 (Grades 1 and 2)
Form 11 (Grades 1 and 2)
8. Metropolitan Achievement Test
World Book Company
Yonkers-on-Eudson, New York, 1946-47
Primary 1 Form R (Grade 1)
Primary 1 Form S (Grade 1)
Primary 11 Form R (Grade 2)





Form A (Grade 1)
Form B (Grade 1)





Form A (Grade 1 First Half)
Form B (Grade 1 First Half)
Form A (Grade 1 Last Half)
Form B (Grade 1 Last Half)
Form A (Grade 11 First Half)
Form B (Grade 11 First Half)
Form A (Grade 11 Last Half)
Form B (Grade 11 Last Half)
It should be noted that Forms T, U, and V of the Metro-
politan Achievement Tests are not included* This is because
these forms for 1947 were not published at the time of this
analysis*
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The basal vocabulary used in the study v/as taken from
The Laldlaw Basic Readers * To obtain the pre-primer word list
the following basal books were used;
We Go to School (Reading Readiness)
We Learn to Read (Introductory Pre-Primer)
Up the Reading Road (Basal Pre-Primer)
To obtain the primer, first grade, and second grade lists, the
following basal books were used:
On the Way to Storyland (Primer)
Making Storybook Friends (First Reader)
Stories We Like (Second Reader)
C. Securing the V/ord Lists from the Tests
and from the Basal Readers
All of the different words in each test were listed al-
phabetically* A large sheet of paper was divided into sec-
tions, and each section was assigned a letter in alphabetical
order. Then each word on the test was placed in the proper
section according to its first letter. After all of the words
had been listed, each section was rearranged so that every
word was placed in correct alphabet order. The complete al-
phabetized lists secured from the tests may be found in the
appendix of this study.
Also found in the appendix are the vocabulary lists
taken from the Laldlaw Basic Readers. These lists were
rao'i'i xo.f^rj-3 nJ. bosu Y'I^-Xj/J^oov Ijsar.cf odT
cl-£ I 5‘XOW *lDfP.X-X. ~0'i:r acic^ nlnJ-rfo oT
yboasj 0--I3W 23loocf luasid
-^nJ: vollo't oils
iaaenioBO}! ga.b?sc>:l) lootloo od- oO oV
( •,:.>
’^ £0^ox/5o-7 j-ril) !ibsH q.t nTia avI nW
v'lOu'.i 'i XxjbbS ) &JBO;-? a a Xb.eaH 0^-^
Sri;!- .3:hixl ssB'i;; biioos3 brtB ci’aii't .TJ.TtX-xq srij nXx'cfcfo oT
ijoaif O'iSvv ejfoodi XsaxjcJ ^ni./oIXo't
( rsr.ri-xq.) o.i.bX jTort-p, pj-
{'isb.3s>i :-Joori-y‘XOi-a arft^JL^M
i‘IfjOJSi)E bnoOO^)
aXasT s;{.<- rTfoT.! b'lo'.V oril gnl^-xncjeS .0
n'-iaba
->n XxicaQ srirt moi‘i bar.
"la bsXcxX saa-vT/ rj-aod- r:0 3S ax ebao// j'asasl'LLb orij- lo IIA
"Doe OuHl bsbIv-Xb aaw aoqaq *io cfosrie ejjaBX A .-v^CiaoIXariariq
XrsXrtsXBffila aX •rstctoX a bofr-jXGex: 3©>v aoXXsss rioao bas ^bitqXj
asqo'iq Sili nl osoalq s-av/ Xae^ srid- ao baow risas nsriA . isbao
eb-TOV/ srit 'io II.g xad-V. .
.-J-oX efs-iXt v. .< X od- -jinXbaooos noX Aooa
0'3 bssiiGaaGsa S'iv/ aox-tvooe rioas .boXexI aaocf bari
-Xij oXsIqr^oo ariX .asbao jsdariqXa j-xosa-ios nX bsooXq a.vv baOvV
ori.t ill 5ar;o t ou \b:i nbaoX arid- nioal beayos.?. GiaxX besiXsciariq
.yihi/Xa axrio lo xxbasqtxB
aXall Y*x iXadaoov srij S‘i*> xxoruqq© ariX ax bn;.foX oeXA
. laobB sH a ?s rR w m tb t»<>I arid- 'rToax fsasw rjXaXI sesa-j?
alphabetized in the same manner as the test vocabulary lists*
Four separate basal reader lists were prepared according to
the following reading levels: pre-primer, primer, first rea-
der, and second reader. The words for each list were obtained
from the reading vocabulary list found at the end of each
basal book. The exact word forms were copied from the books
and were simply rearranged in alphabetical order.
The pre-primer list is composed of 78 different words.
The list was taken from page 64 in the basal pre-primer. Up
the Reading Road . The list includes 19 words used in the
readiness book, 13 words used in the introductory pre-primer,
and 46 new words taught in the basal pre-primer*
The primer list is composed of 155 different words. The
list was taken from page 100 in the basal primer. On the Way
to Storyland * The 155 new words listed were rearranged into
an alphabetized primer list.
The first grade list is composed of 232 different words.
These words were obtained from pages 126-28 in the basal first
reader. Making; Storybook Friends *
The second grade list contains 411 new words. They were
obtained from pages 254-56 in Stories We Like , the second
grade basal book.
In the vocabulary lists printed in the basal books, with
the exception of the second reader, some words are followed
by an ”s” in parenthesis indicating the plural form of a noun
or the ”s’* form of a verb. Such variant forms were not listed
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by the writer because they were not included by the book au-
thors in their total count of new words taught. Only the
variant forms which were included by the authors in their
total count, were placed on the vocabulary lists used in this
study.
The total number of words which the authors list as new
words at each reading level -and which the writer also included
in her lists, are as follows: pre-primer list, 78 different
words; primer list, 155 words; first reader list, 232 words;
and second reader list, 411 words. Together the lists total
876 different words which is the total vocabulary for the
Laidlaw Basic Readers through the second grade level.
D. A System for Checking the Vocabulary
After the vocabulary lists were prepared, a system of
checking was devised in order that the words found in both
the tests and in the basal reader lists could be tallied.
Four charts were made on graph paper with the words of each I
reading level listed in alphabetic order on the left hand
side of the paper and the name, form, and grade level of each
test written across the top. When a word was found in the
test and on the basal reader list, a check mark was placed
in the square beside the same word typed on the chart and
under the correct column for that test.
|
Only exact forms were checked in this vocabulary analysis.
-j/ai xc'Od cifit 5v5diJ‘Xon.t .fon ij''xu,v •'/orld jai/wOt/d ‘x‘j:iJ.*i;w erld ’i^d
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In the case of a word beginning with a capital letter, however,
no distinction was made. For example, the word "Father” ap-
peared in the basal reader list with a capital. When the
same word appeared on the tests without a capital, it was
checked as the same form of the word. If the word "Miss"
appeared on the basal reader list and "miss" was found on the
tests, it was also checked. Word forms only, and not word
meanings, were considered for the purposes of this analysis.
It should be noted that only the words of the levels
tested were checked. That is, if the test was intended for
the primer level, the words of the pre-primer and primer lists
were checked on the charts. If the test was meant for first
grade, only the basal words for pre-primer, primer, and first
reader were checked. If the test was meant for second grade,
then all of the basal vocabulary lists through the second
grade level were checked.
The Unit Scales of Attainment tests are divided into
first half and second half year levels. The test designated
for the first half of grade one, is actually a primer test,
therefore only the pre-primer and primer words were used in
checking the basal reader lists. The test intended for second
half of grade one, was treated as a regular first grade test
and the pre-primer, primer, and first reader lists were used
in checking. The tests designated for first half and also
the one for second half of grade two, were both checked
through the second grade basal reader lists.
"i»v3v/or.{ IjB-t.tq'i;;:) p- dcMw ^rtlnnj^ocf b"iow p, to esso oflt xil
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oriooaa adt dgno'irit etsil Y‘'-C^XndBDov If-aBd silt to IXb ixoxit
.bojiooilo anavv XovaX obeng
otni b'aoX'/Xb ann otaat tnOimJXBttA to ggIboS txnli adT
batB/xglno ; teat ad‘1 , alavol naa^ tiad bnooea baa tiad tenxt
,
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The Gates Primary Reading Tests are meant to cover only
one half of the second grade. Since the Laidlaw books are
not divided into half year levels, it was not possible to de-
termine the exact half of the basal vocabulary for second
grade. Hence, in checking the Gates tests, the entire second
reader basal vocabulary list was used*
After each test was carefully checked by separate form,
the check marks on the charts were counted, and the sums from
each reading level were noted. Then by adding the sums at
each level, the total number of words was found. These totals
represent the words which correspond in both the tests and in
the basal vocabulary through the level tested. An analysis
of these findings are presented in the following chapter*
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The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabulary
of ten commonly used standard reading achievement tests with
the vocabulary of the Laidlaw Basic Readers from pre -primer
through the second grade level* These specific problems will
be determined:
1. The percent of the test vocabulary included in the
basal readers;
2* The percent of basal vocabulary included in each
test
;
3. The test or tests which best fit the Laidlaw Basic
Readers *
In order to compare the vocabulary of each test with the
basal reader vocabulary, it was necessary to find; first,
the total number of different words on each test form; and
then, the total number of new words taught at each reading
level through grade two in the Laidlaw basic system*
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NTOBER OF DIFFERENT WORDS ON EACH TEST FOR^i
Test No. of
Name of Test Grade Level Form Different Words
American School





Detroit Reading 1 & S A 219
1 & 2 B 221
Detroit Word




DeVault 1 & 2 1 143
Gates 2 (First half) 1 373
2 (First half) 2 381
2 (First half) 3 401
Lee -Clark
(Primer) 1 A 91
(Primer) 1 B 91
(First Reader) 1 & 2 A 211
(First Reader) 1 & 2 B 214
Los Angeles Word
Recognition 1 & 2 1 129
1 & 2 11 127




Reilly 1 A 278
1 B 282
Unit Scales 1 (First half) lA 263
1 (First half) IB 257
1 (Last half) lA 326
1 (Last half) IB 337
2 (First half) HA 399
2 (First half) HB 457
2 (Last half) HA 412
2 (Last half) HB 473





From Table I it may be noted that a wide range exists in
the total number of different words found on the various tests
studied. The highest total for any one test is 574; the
lov/est, is 63.
Among the second grade tests the highest number of words
is 574 which is the total for the American School Achievement
Test, Form IIC; while the lowest is 127, the total for the
Los Angeles Word Recognition Test, Form 11.
Among the first grade tests the highest number of words
is 337 which is the total for the Unit Scales of Attainment,
Form IB (last half); the lowest number is 63 which is the
total for the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form 11.
Table II shows the niamber of new words taught in the
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NTOBSK OF NEW WORDS IN THE LAIDLAW READERS WITH ACCUMULATIVE
TOTALS THROUGH THE SECOND GRADE LEVEL
No. of Total at Accumulative
Reading Level New Words Each Level Totals
Pre-primer
Readiness Book 19
Introductory Pre -primer 13
Basal Pre-primer 46 78 78
Primer 155 155 233
First Reader 232 232 465
Second Reader 411 411 876
The above table shows the total number of new words
taught at each of the following reading levels in the Laidlaw
system: pre-primer, 78 words; primer, 155 words; first rea-
der, 232 words; and second reader, 411 words* The accumula-
tive totals are also shown: through the first reader, 233
words are taught; through the second reader, 465 are taught;
and through the second reader, 876 new words are taught.
Table III shows the vocabulary common to the tests and
to the basal readers
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TABLE III
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT WORDS WHICH APPEAR IN THE
LAIDLAW VOCABULARY AND ALSO IN THE TEN TESTS ANALYZED







American lA 12 17 34 63
School IB 19 19 32 70
llA 46 77 43 70 236
IIB 52 86 65 72 275
lie 56 71 50 79 256
Detroit A 48 54 25 36 163
Reading; B 47 53 30 29 159
Detroit '/'/ord A 21 19 7 47
Recognition B 21 20 6 47
C 19 19 9 47
D 17 17 9 43
DeVault 1 31 39 19 16 105
Gates 1 52 59 44 55 210
2 52 61 51 60 224
3 53 52 50 69 224
Lee-Clark A 26 21 19 66
Primer B 26 21 12 59
First Reader A 38 44 29 31 142
B 37 41 28 29 135
Los Angeles 1 21 19 18 20 78
Word Recog. 11 21 19 20 19 79
Metropolitan IR 33 30 35 98
IS 34 39 30 103
HR 57 65 61 83 266
IIS 41 76 56 59 232
Reilly A 48 49 48 145
B 45 46 50 141
Unit Scales
(First Half) lA 41 52 93
(First Half) IB 40 54 94
(Last Half) lA 36 48 41 125
(Last Half) IB 44 52 41 137
(First Half) HA 50 64 45 59 218
(First Half) HB 50 60 49 67 226
(Last Half) HA 54 64 44 47 209
(Last Half) HB 51 54 47 47 199
I•i*
45
The totals in Table III represent the number of words
common to the tests and to the basal readers in the Laidlaw
system. The highest total is 275, found on the American School
Achievement Test, Form B for grade two; the lowest is 43, found
on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form D for grade one.
The following table shows the percent of test vocabulary
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TABLE IV
PERCENT OF VOCABUARY ON EACH TEST WHICH IS BASAL READER
VOCABULARY SHOWN IN DESCENDING ORDER BY TEST FORM
/











Detroit Reading A 219 163 74,43
Detroit Word Recog. A 64 47 73.44
DeVault 1 143 105 73.43
Lee -Clark (Primer) A 91 66 72.53
Detroit Reading B 221 159 71.95
Detroit Word Recog. B 66 47 71.21
Detroit Word Recog. D 63 43 68.25
Detroit Word Recog. C 69 47 68.12
Lee-Clark(First Reader) A 211 142 67.30
Lee -Clark( Primer
)
B 91 59 64.84
Lee-Clark(First Reader) B 214 135 63.08
Los Angeles 11 127 79 62.20
Los Angeles 1 129 78 60.47
Gates 2 381 224 58.79
Gates 1 373 210 56.30
Gates 3 401 224 55.86
Unit Scales(First Hlf) llA 399 218 54.64
Reilly A 278 145 52,16
Unit Scales(Snd Half) llA 412 209 50.73
Metropolitan HR 529 266 50.28
Reilly B 282 141 50.00
American School IIB 552 275 49.82
Unit Scales(First Hlf) IIB 457 226 49.45
Metropolitan IS 227 103 45.37
American School HA 526 236 44.87
American School HC 574 256 44.60
Metropolitan HS 530 232 45.77
Unit Scales (Scd Half) HB 473 199 42.07
Metropolitan IR 238 98 41.18
Unit Scales(Scd Half) IB 337 137 40.65
American School IB 180 70 38.89
Unit Scales (Scd Half) lA 326 125 38.34
Unit Scales(First Hlf) IB 257 94 36.58
American School lA 176 63 35.80
Unit Scales(Flrst Hlf) lA 263 93 35.36
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Table IV presents in descending order the percent of vo-
cabulary on each test which is Laidlaw reader vocabulary. The
percents range from 74.43 to 35.36.
The Detroit Reading Test, Form A leads the list with
74.43/^. Following closely are; the Detroit Word Recognition
Test, Form A, with 73.44%; the DeVault Test, Form 1, with
73.43%; the Lee -Clark Primer Test, Form A, with 72.53%; the
Detroit Reading Test, Form B, with 71.95%; and the Detroit
Word Recognition Test, Form B, with 71.21%.
The highest percentages include the two forms of the
Detroit Reading Test, three of the Detroit Word Recognition
Test, one form of the DeVault Test, and one form of the Lee-
Clark Primer Test.
Six of the tests analyzed fall within the range of 60%
to 70%; eight, within 50% to 60%; nine, within 40% to 50%;
and five, v/ithin 35% to 40%.
Table V also gives the percent of vocabulary on each test
which is basal reader vocabulary, but here the forms are
listed under the name of the test in alphabetical order*
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TABLE V
PERCENT OF VOCABULARY ON EACH TEST WHICH IS BASAL READER
VOCABULARY LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
Name of Test Form
Percent of Test Words
Vi/hich Are
Basal Reader Words





Detroit Reading A 74.43
B 71.95












(First Reader) A 67.30
(First Reader) B 63.08








Unit Scales (First Half) lA 35.36
(First Half) IB 36.58
(Last Half) lA 38.34
(Last Half) IB 40.65
(First Half) HA 54.64
(First Half) HB 49.45
(Last Half) HA 50.73
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Table V also gives the percent of vocabulary on each test
which is basal vocabulary in the Laidlaw readers* Here the
forms are listed under each test. The differences between the
forms of each test may be noted.
The widest differences are found in the forms of the Unit
Scales of Attainment Tests which vary from 35.36^ to 54.64%.
Also showing a wide range are the forms of the American School
Achievement Tests, the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, and
the Lee -Clark Tests. Showing the narrov/est range are the
Reilly Tests, the Los Angeles Word Recognition Tests, the
Detroit Reading Tests, and the Gates Primary Reading Tests.
Table VI shows the percent of Laidlaw vocabulary which is
Included in each test.
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TABLE VI
PERCENT OF LAIDLAW BASAL VOCABULARY INCLUDED IN EACH TEST
SHOWN IN DESCENDING ORDER BY TEST FORI^l










Unit Scales (First Hlf) IB 233 94 40.34
Unit Scales (First Hlf) lA 233 93 39.91
American School IIB 876 275 31.39
Reilly A 465 145 31.18
Metropolitan HR 876 266 30.37
Reilly B 465 141 30.32
Unit Scales(Last Half) IB 465 137 29.46
American School lie 876 256 29.22
American School HA 876 236 26.94
Unit Scales(Last Half) lA 465 125 26.88
Metropolit an HS 876 232 26.48
Unit Scales (First Hlf) HB 876 226 25.80
Gates 2 876 224 25.57
Gates 3 876 224 25.57
Unit Scales(First Hlf) HA 876 218 24.89
Gates 1 876 210 23.97
Unit Scales(Last Hlf) HA 876 209 23.86
Unit Scales (Last Hlf) HB 876 199 22.72
Metropolitan IS 465 103 22.15
Metropolitan IR 465 98 21.08
Detroit Reading A 876 163 18.61
Detroit Reading B 876 159 18.15
Lee-Clark(First Rdr) A 876 142 16.21
Lee-Clark(First Rdr) B 876 135 15.41
American School IB 465 70 15.05
Lee -Clark ( Primer
)
A 465 66 14.19
American School lA 465 63 13.55
Lee -Cl ark ( Primer B 465 59 12.69
DeVault 1 876 105 11.99
Detroit Word Recog. A 465 47 10.11
Detroit Word Recog. B 465 47 10.11
Detroit Word Recog. C 465 47 10.11
Detroit ¥/ord Recog. D 465 43 9.25
Los Angeles 11 876 79 9.02
Los Angeles 1 876 78 8.90
ij
,
Table VI lists in descending order the percent of Laidlaw
vocabulary which is included in each test. The percents range
from 40.34 to 8.90.
Two forms of the Unit Scales of Attainment top the list:
Form IB (First Half) is highest with 40.34^; and Form lA
(First Half) is next with 39.91^.
Six of the tests analyzed, examine from 30^ to 40^ of the
basal vocabulary; fourteen examine from 20% to 30%; twelve
examine from 10% to 20%; and three examine below 10%. The Los
Angeles Word Recognition Test, Form 1, examines only 8.90% of
the basal vocabulary, the lowest percent of all the tests
studied.
Table VII also shows the percent of Laidlaw vocabulary
which is included in each test, but here the forms are listed
under the name of the test in alphabetical order.
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TABLE VII
PERCENT OF LAIDLAW BASAL VOCABULARY INCLUDED IN EACH TEST
LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
Name of Test Form
Percent of Basal Vocabu-
lary Included in Each Test





Detroit Reading A 18.61
B 18.15








Lee-Clark (Primer) A 14.19
(Primer) B 12.69
(First Reader) A 16.21
(First Reader) B 15.41








Unit Scales (First lialf) lA 39.91
(First Half) IB 40.34
(Last Half) lA 26.88
(Last Half) IB 29.46
(First Half) HA 24.89
(First Half) HB 25.80
(Last Half) HA 23.86







Table VII also gives the percent of Laidlaw vocabulary
which is included in each test. Here the forms are listed
under each test. The differences in the forms of each test
may be noted.
The widest differences are found on the forms of the
American School Achievement Tests which vary from 13.55^ to
31.39^; and also on the forms of the Unit Scales of Attain-
ment Tests which vary from 22.72% to 40.34%.
The forms showing only slight differences are; the De-
troit Reading Tests; the Los Angeles Word Recognition Tests;
the Detroit Word Recognition Tests; and the Reilly Tests.
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CHAPTER IV
SmUARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to compare the vocabulary
of ten commonly used standard reading achievement tests with
the vocabulary of the Laidlaw Basic Readers , 1947 edition,
from pre-primer through the second grade level. These speci-
fic problems were studied:
1. The percent of test vocabulary included in the
basal readers;
2. The percent of basal vocabulary included in each
test
;
3. The test or tests best fitted to the Laidlaw Basic
Readers .
Prom the analysis of data presented in the previous chapter,
the following conclusions are drawn:
1. The tests vary considerably in the percent of vocabu-
lary on each test which is Laidlaw basic vocabulary.
a. The highest percent is 74.43 which is found on the
Detroit Reading Test, Form A for grades one and
two.
b. Percentages nearly as high are found on these tests;
73.44^ on the Detroit Word Recognition Test FonnA;
73.43^ on the DeVault Test Form 1;
72.53^ on the Lee-Clark Primer Test Form A;
71.95^ on the Detroit Reading Test Form B; and
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71.21% on the Detroit Word Recognition Test FomB.
c. Of the thirty five test forms studied, only the
above mentioned fall between 70-75%. Half of
the remaining test forms fall below 50%.
d. The lowest percent is 35.36 which is found on the
Unit Scales of Attainment Test Form A, for first
half of grade one.
2. The tests rate generally low in the percentage of
Laidlaw vocabulary tested.
a. The two highest ratings are found on the Unit
Scales of Attainment Tests for the first half
of grade one; Form B tests 40.34% of the Laidlaw
vocabulary; and Form A tests 39.91%.
b. More than half of the remaining tests, sample less
than 25% of the basal vocabulary.
c. The two lowest percents are found on the Los
Angeles Word Recognition Tests: Form 1 with
8.90%; and Form 11 with 9.02%.
3. The tests that rate high in percent of test vocabulary
which is in the basal readers, rate low in the percent of
Laidlaw vocabulary which is tested.
a. 73.43% of the DeVault Test is Laidlaw vocabulary,
yet only 11.99% of the basal vocabulary is
sampled by the test.
b. The Detroit Reading Test, the Detroit Vtford Recog-
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high rating on the test vocabulary which is com-
mon to the readers, but they all have a low ra-
ting on the percent of Laidlaw vocabulary which
is tested*
4. This study shows a need for the construction of tests
which contain a larger percentage of basal reader vocabulary
and which test a much larger percentage of basic vocabulary
taught in the beginning reading program*
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CHAPTER V
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The following limitations of the study should he noted:
!• Not all of the test forms were available at the
time of this study.
a. Only one form of the DeVault Reading Test was
used. Form 11 was not obtainable.
b. Only two forms of the Metropolitan Achievement
Tests were used. Forms T, U, and V were not
published at the time of this analysis.
2. Two of the tests used were intended for half year
reading levels. Since the Laidlaw Books are not planned on
half year levels, it was not possible to find the exact half
of the second grade vocabulary. Therefore, in checking these
tests it was necessary to compare the vocabulary of the entire
grade rather than of the first half as is suggested by the
test s
.
a. The Gates Primary Reading Tests are designed
for use through half of the second grade level.
In comparing the vocabulary for this study, the
entire second grade basal words were used.
b. The Unit Scales of Attainment Tests Forms llA
and IIB, First Half, are also intended for use
through half of the second grade. In comparing
these forms, the entire second grade basal words
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were used
The following are suggestions for further research;
1. Make a comparison of other tests with the Laidlaw
Basic Readers , or with another set of basal readers.
2. Conduct a similar study using root words instead
of exact word forms.
3 . Do a similar study to find out which tests are
better suited to higher or lower grade levels than those
suggested by the tests.
4. Analyze the words on each test which are not in
the Laidlaw series. Find out why they should or should not
be Included in the tests.
5. Make a comparison of word meanings as taught in
the readers and as used on the tests.
6. Select from, this study the tests which received
the highest and lowest percentages at each reading level.
Give these tests in the appropriate grade to pupils who use
the Laidlaw readers as a basal system. Compare results.
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BASIC VOCABULARY - PREPRBllER LIST
Yoakam, Gerald and others*
We Go to School (Reading Readiness)
We learn to Read (Introductory Pre-
primer)
Up the Readinjc; Road (Basal Pre-Primer)
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BASIC VOCABULARY - PRIMER LIST
Laidlaw Primer, On the Way to Storyland ; Yoakam, Gerald and
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BASIC VOCABULARY - FIRST READER
law Basic Readers, 1947 Edition: Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., Pub
Ushers, New York. p. 126 -128.
232 Words
after comb hands mouse saddle
ago Cotton hat ch Mr. sang
already covered hawks Mrs
.
say
always crack head mulberry scissors
an ong crawled hear must send
animals creeiks heard shall
apples cried heavy naught y shed
asked curly help nearer shoes
away cut -cut hen needed short
herself nest should
bag dead himself never shouted
beautiful Dick hole next show
because dizzy home noise shut
bee Dobbin hopped nut sitting
been done horse sister
before drop housekeeper oh sky
bench dry how our sly
Beth hump oven sneezee
better each soft
bill early if paints song
Bing egg incubator pair sound
bird evening instead peas standing
black every Pecky stayed
blackberries eyes Judy peep-peep still
blew Peter stone
blow far keep people stood
bow-bow feather know picked stopped
boy feet pie stretching
Bran field last pig sweep
broom fine laughed pile
bush first lay pleased tail
flew legs poor taking
cabbage Plopsy lights pot tall
camel flower lion puppy tap
cat four lost tea
cat ch fox quickly tell
catnip frightened man than
caught funny McGregor rabbit thank
chicken mend rake think
children garden met really thought
church gingerbread Milly robin through
clap gone minut e room Tilly
clean got Mopsy round time
cold grew morning Ruth timid
t ~:nno dc oc[\ -ro j-; .s-xi bxio oXb‘10 8 ^liiu'XeoY
•'1
..oni*. R~i arloO'iH vvf;.ioxiiti '.‘noXJii. Vq5I ^^i'xabB oH oliiJiS v;,el
, 85^: 1 -
c
)S;X
.q . :oioY waH .axoriail
3 b‘io V SJfiS
0 9 ,Horn obfiB.ri dmoo xo J-bxi
.
--I.''! rio :fB:i no j'd'oO 0‘-B
YJMl . 3 -'lijl 3 7[v;jBjd bO'ievoo Yb,'©xXe
n-i03 si;orj Y'1-iacf.DLfUT bjBOn do lino
b'lorj ‘lead oolwano 3x10 IIW
IlfiXlH O'XBdri 3 iXo a-xo 3 Ibdix.xb
5 ail2 X frin.-UBn Y. ’/B ari boi.XO ooXqq.2
saofla ’I0'r.33n qXoil yXxvo baiiaa
otorle boooon fiorf d’.O'lj " J-JJO Yfi.v.e
b LuodR :}‘6 oli tXos'iad
bod-jiDdM "I9V011 ‘iXaenixri bfiob dJSCf
v/ode a 11 e.Coii’ dnXa .Dx'ixon.f’od
tivfn asion c)ciod Ys::.ro aaui.oacf
^ni.t J'lc J’x/n bsugorl nio'dod aod
'la j-aJ Li 03 -"iori anob no00
v;>la rlo ‘xaqoodOKX/orf qoxo axo'lad
^:Xe 'T/JO Vvort Yxb ifonad
aonaaiis iiO /o qiTii/ii dd-sa
flOBO xad’.taa'
^noc n Jn isq o. •xl yXx5'S XXxd
bai/oo •xlaq 'IQ jBclx/on.?; 33Q qnia
'gnibiiiid’o afjoq bnaX-siiX ^nxaavo bxxd
bO’sro.-tE X^OB'L Yxavo dor. Id
I/.I.ts qaoq-qaoq Boya ;aaxxxadJorXJ
eao :l'e v/e Id
boo tp. ef,joeq qsQji XB'i wold
boqqo jn b udo tq wond xarid-iiaT: wod-- /od
olq jsal YOU
qaovve 3-iq cfauX bXox'i nrxa
alXq b arlSJOfi X onil fTiOO'ld
J.Xftd- baanalq Y^X d-cxX'i rfeifd
^nrAQj •looq asaX v;oX'x
d'oq n'dl.Qi.X YsqoXq ©arddro
qjzi Y.qq^q no i X X©wo I'll XariXGC
at)j d-sol XJXO A d'BO
ilai xol do j-BO
£LfMiS n.sfn b an© 0x1:3 xxl: clndxso
:Lir. 'lJ" jxCfcI.S‘x ynni/l iiiax/EO
:: J ailB'! bnem nadclxlo
:tr{ X1Ib3'£ 7on nabxi’3 noxblldr
nidc-r YXXiil b£exdxo3ni:^ dox/jdo
moo-t 0 dsmlin aft03 qx3 Co
bWJG-X YaqolVi d-03 nr0X0
rid-xrH ^nXinotr W0X3 bi'co

























































BASIC VOCABULARY - SECOND READER LIST
Yoakam, Gerald and others; Stories We Like Book Two, Lald-































































































•‘i'Sivi TizaAmi a>^0'o^d^ - YHAviasAvOv oiaAa
i;£wi .owi' :itooa :>Vy ao/.'xoct^ jarion^o bnB blcxsO .iyui:teoY
.aoi:d'.tb3 Vi'GX woil
^
aiarfEXIcfi/i ^.0x1! ^e'lKrCJ’o^ wbI
<
ebT-oV/ IIx*
aeexf^ boasotb QS^O ©VOCfB
d’R8.Clg >ln itb ediso eoXvbB
evi'ib & ' HBO bXjBt'XB
Bfi ^nloiD'iiJtb qso
slbafixl gnllqmtrb 'XBO eetga
f) 9no jCJjeii sqrttfb YlXxf'iO'-iBO tie
Yqqxjii Y^uJLfb YttBO eoi'XA
O'Aiiri toctaBO enoXa
Ylb'XBI: tlo 0VJ3O ^noXfi
^
J’srl EOViO d'nso iioifEWOtonA
bleri ont'^cio BSittodo Y-tfi
Qhtd *i (38 11X3X19 oofk) bovlttB
iiSid bosl'^ni safUjaitriO WOttB




to fton YtXiJt eerfiolo nooBCf
aqori YlX'iiBt bJJoXo ntsd
bOtbnjLfri onlBuel tsvolo d’OifaB'd
‘10 ^cimi teoi-xal m/olo nagecf




toy/ol 00 0 obieed
90 i gnXX.dl loco oX^XaIJ
IX '1 9V-tl tentoo dojinBld
fli’ 1 •IGOX't Ytci‘n.c/00 raoeooXq
HBibnl txJO X'i ©atJJoo .toed




rieXXool ajIb j'xno idgnod
9on;/od
Ynnriot. ox iOOt^ YalBO 'j/od
YXXoo xi« Gt*! b 9 o:i.eb bewod
YOixf,; bnoit’i tB 9b bnat3
Sot'i bob xo eb BCBtd
ofiot'i d-’nbXb bnetd
d’qeif XXtr't beXb •:^aB'l>iX!9 t':
tsqqX6
be^loibi ©d'BS betBeqqaelb drf^xtd
LllyL 9 VX3 be tnXoqqp.sxb mitd
bnld . beX3 tod-ocb ,3nXta
•jo‘ol3 eeob ddgnotd
aodoii'Jtd tBXXob eqfnx/ri
BASIC VOCABULARY - SECOND READER LIST (Cont.)
bunch donkey gold knew
burst don’t good-by
busy dose goose laid
butter drank gray lamb
buttercup draw great land
buttons dreadful greedy large
buy dream grow late
lazy pan shell toward
leaf panther shining towel
leather part shoemaker track
left party shop trotted
less pasture sick trunk
letter pattery silver turtle
lettuce pictiore singing twelve
life pill six twenty
line pillow slipped
log pink slipper umbrella
louder pittery slow
luck place slush valley
plant smell village
market plowing soap visit
master pointed son voice
may pony sorry
maybe poppy spanked waded
meet porch splash wagon
men price spring waterfall
Micky princess squirrel waved
milk program star wearing
Miller puddle strange wee
millions pushe d stranger well
Miss Strawberry we'll
money quarrel stem we 're
monkey queen street wheat
moon queer such which
more quite sxigar whinnied
Moses suit whole
moss radish suitcase whom
most rain summer wide
much reached supper wife
mud ready sure wigwam
mumps reins sweet wild
rest swinging winter
nap rhyme swishing women
neck rich wonder
nibble ride talking wonderful
nice riddle tat woods
(.d-noD) T8X^ FuiaA'^il aMOOae - Y53AJUBAUOV OiaAS
W9a>I f>Io3 yojfnob rrom/cf
yd-booa cl- ' nob
oIbI oaoog SBOb yex/d
Q'nsl VBrr^ lUlBIb 'iwdd'ud
onBi WB<-.Cb qiro'Jd.tdLTCf
©S-'IbI ybos-'Xg Iu^.bB©ib ancd-J//d
©d'Bl \VO ‘13 iITBO'lb yuJ
b'lBWOd XX©11a HBq YSbX
lOVVOo- gnXnXds "iOE[.tnjaq IboX
21'OB'Xd' ‘iSilBinoorie X'laq •'laild’caX
bOttdo'id' qods Ydfceq d-^oX
jiiil/'xd- xoXa 8"u;^sfeq SB9X
©Id'ixrd 'lovXle Y'tod'XBq "ledXeX
OVI&W& SnXynXa 9n;/XoXq ©ox/udoX
ydrrdwd xXb XXxq ollX
boqqlXa woXXXq ©ciX
B.CIa'idm TieqqXXa j[nXq aox
v;oXb Y'ledd'lq ibbxoX
yellBV rfeuXa SOBlq 5fOirI
83B,XXJ:v XX6IU3 d-rix^Xq
dXsXv qjsoe :^iwoXq
aoio V no a badnioq "1© XeBin
y‘M:08 YHoq YC^J
bobBw b«:)inBqa yqqoq ©dYBn
nOgB;'/ rloBXqe rib "10q doom
^alnqe. or.'i'iq flom
bOVBW XarfiXi/pa saoonXiq Y>toXM
^nX-tfiaw "IB .is xnj5*i:i;0‘xq
08W ©’gns'xd'e oXbbi/q "leIXXlX
XXow ‘isiqnju'iXa beiiaijq eriolIXlm
XX ‘ ©w Y^itecfv/B'ijS efilM
d'l' 8>y WOdB Yonom
d-jserlw doa'x.te n©6x/p Yo:>inc‘m
ridXriw rloue ‘loei/p OOOiTf
boXnalriw •TBgue ©dX/rp ©*xo-"rr
oXoxlw XXxia O&idOid
moxlw OBBodixia . rfeibBTL 88001
obXw ’iSiTiraba aiBi d'soiti
ot Xw *ioqqi/e berk.' ©S'! rloi/ai
frfBVX3i w O'lX/B ybaet bi'rn
bXXw j©SW8 anX©‘i SqiVX/;3
"XbJ'rrXw i^nXsnl'we Xeei
nencw jjnlrlaXwa oai^dx OBli
‘labnov/ rXoX-t inan
Xul'tobiiov/ gnXjlXsJ ©bXi 0 XdrfXn
8DOOW ©XbbXT: ooXn
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American School Achiovement Primary I-A
age east loaf shake
ago egg look sheep
and lost ship
ant farm love slTUt
any farmer sit
fed nail six
banana feed might south
because feet milk speak
become feU mitten spill
began fix mix star
book flag start





cake game next store






candy glass peanut teach
catch goat pear think
clean grade peep tie
clear penny took
cloud hammer people tooth
coat hand piano touch
cold hear pie town
collar hide pig
cook . home pin upon
cou3.d please •
cradle Jump plum wait
cried just pony wake
crow poor walk
crowd kind pretty want
cut kitten puppy watch
purple was
dear lake push way
desk last pussy what
ding leave ^eat
dioh leaves rain which'
does left ran
dollar legs rat whip
drink life read vihy
drum lift ready wind
duck light redbreast- .wj'-sh
dust like reindeer “ivith
lily ride








































































































































































































American School Achiev€2aent Primary II-A
a bright deep farming hard 3abor
about brook decide fastened have ladies
after brother delicate fathor heard land
air brothere deliver fearfui. hea'vy landod
all busy depart foci helped large
alloi? by deposit fellow her lasy
along describes felt her© log
altogether cables desire few hill length
an called diJttir.ond fields h5ja letter
animal calm did fiercely Ilia light
Siiimals camp difficult fight hitched lilco
another cap dlnnor filthy hold IXkes
anawarcd captain dirty find home little
any card dish fii^3 honest .y-iiw
anything' care dishes fire hooka li-idng
arc care dismal first hop© load
33 Charles distant fish horses logs
asked cheerful do flat hot lonely
at cent dock flour hour looked
attempt cents doctor follow house looking
Chicago does follcvdng how loom
cidldren dogs food huge lost
back chopped doing foot hungry loudly
baked circus doll for liunted iovvering
barii city cbllar • four hunting
be clean door friend hurried machine




before clipped down furniture Pm makes
beggar clipping do'.mheartad ifisnienas maldng
bogin close di'ew gardener in mn
begijis cloth driver gave Indians many
behind clouds duties gentleman industrio'os map •
bedng coals girl into Mary® 3
bell coarse each give is jitay
beat coat earth gives island means
bst'A’oon cold early glad it ineasiu'e
big colony east gloomy it3 •medicine-
black continued eat SO can




blo?mi costs everybody good jewel minute
boards cot everything green John" a miss
boat could excuse ground journey iaixed
boats cross group joy morning
Eobby cut face groups joyful most
book fact jumped mother
boy dark fa^idly had move
boys day far liandfule kind urach
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Acierican School Acltlsveniont Primary II-A
name possible sheep taken wallcs
nan’ow pounding sheep < 3 teacher . want
proceed ship tell wanted
never pulled shouted tells was
now put shut ten washed
noisy sick tent v^ashing
none quiet side terrified viator
noi'th quietly signal that viay
not silent the wo
liothing ragged sincere their wear
number receipt eingl© thorn weeks
miraerous recreation sink then well
regular sister things wcant
ocean reindeer size this ware
of rejoice sleds thro® west
often replied slept what
old rides slowly time -fdieat
on rings small times when
once river smiling to whore
one robust ’Stoith today vdiether
opposite rocks so together Y^ich
or room softly told while
others ropes some took whisper
om- rough something tops viiistle
out rouiid sometimes toy- v?ho
outdoors rumer& SOOR train wnO'ui
outedd© sorry tree width
over sad south trees will
crm safe sppak txd-cks window
said spool trip vdsli
pacItagQ gailors spring turn vdshes
pairs salesman stamp turns with
party samo stand tvdce vjoman
passengers sand stands^ tvx> woman
woodspobbles sat start tTTOa
people saw steam YVCOl
perform scale stop uncle 'word
permit school stones unhappy vjord-3
picked scout stop unhook workod
picture scouts stove up woiHd
piece screarsing strange uproar - woven
plae© a®cur® stream useful
yardplant securely strong usual3.y
planted ee® sunEier yarn
play send sim very yelling






policsman shallow tables ’/fait
popal-atSiJis*: sh® take waiting
^ci vn
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Aziisrican School Achlov-ament Prljaary II-B
®0 other replied BOSS® tired whom
moans our rescued sc»m®thing to idId
man out rest soon together will
merchant over restful speed told . wind
net owls return spoiled tomatoes window
mice owned side squirrel tomorrow vdngs
milk right stable too winter
minute package road stamp took vdth
miss pail robins stamps towards Kdthdraw
moderate pair roof started toys wither
modern palaces rows staying tree wofian
money paper ruda steam trees woods
month paragraph still trip TfOOl
moon parent safe sting turn words
morning parents said stone two Tsould
most paste sail stood wreck
mother pasture sale stopped ugliest write
move pedced same store uncle wrong
much pencil sand storeke^er under
muscle people save stormy unfair- yard
xcuet period saw string unselfish year
my permission say strolled until you
person says suddenly up your
near picked scented summer use3.©3s
needed picnic school Sunday usually zoo
nest placed scouts sur©
ncTX play sea valuable
ni©it playground search table vary ,
nine point season take visit
no policaman e©9 talk
noon pend aeon tall wagons
not postage selfishness taste wall
now potato separate teacher want
nuts press seven ten wanted
pull she that Ties
ocean purchase shoep ths Y^ater
o« clock push ship their \^ving
of put shore them way




old showed they went
on rain sidewalks these were
on© raised similar things wot
only ran sixty thirty what
open rapid sldn this viisat
opportunitji' rather slow three whoa
or ' rats small through vfhere
orchard ready ;^th tie viiich
orchards received •smooth tio!© while
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Ainerixan .School Achi-evement Primary T*r„n
a bent carried do flower Mil
about berries canyon does floY^ors hla
above beside caught dog floVfS hdiiisell’
accoimaodated bs$t. caves door flying hire
afraid ‘Betty Charles dcora follow his
after big; cl-iarred down follo^ilng home
afternoon birds cheer dozen food hot
again bite cheerful drake' for hotter
airplanes black cherries dross forty hour
alike boards choked dried found hours
all boat circus drop four* house
a3.ona both clay duck® 3 frigid how
along foottOTI closed dull from hung
also bought cloth fruit huge
always boys clothes each fruits hut
America bread • clouds early fUr
ancient breathlessly clumey earn furthar I
and bright cold east ic®
angry bJPightly collect easy garden in
animals brother color eat George insects'
apart brown Colorado eaten get interesting
appeared b?ff colored earth give into
apples bulb • cioijiors iSdison glow is
are
'
bulbs cornea electric go it
arrested built complete elephants gpes its
as burdock cord ®nou^ going
asked bum porn ©scape good Jack
asleep burned cotton even gx'aia ; Jan©
at burnt could evening grand John
aunt bushes cousin expert grandfather joint
awake but covers grass
awaken buy crawl faced gray keep
away by cru3.ser factory groat kept
Byrd cut fair groen ld.ck
back cuts fall ground klPid
bag oak© far gr<X'^ kinds
ball called dance father guest Ivnowledg®
balloons came dandelion feathers gully
batik can dark feed lack
bars (^nciy feeds haired ladder
bark deep feel • happy lake
barna derrick fesimle hard largo
baskets describes few has lasted
be desire fiiid have 3-ead@r
bears did fiiiish h® leather
beautiful d5.fferent first h<^t leave
because diah fish helc'J left
belong distance's fishermen her length
below diver fishiEIg hers lift
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Oates Prdinary Reading Test Form II
a camp eating hiding lives part
again canH eats hl^ look passed
all care ®ge hiU looking ? pens
alv/aya card eggs him lost picture
an cart elephant his lunch piece
and cat every hit pig
are cent eyes hits made place
asked change -7' S hold mail plain
auto^iobil® cheese fair horn make play
a^y cherry fairy horse man playing
child family hot many policeman.
baby children fanning hour march porch
back church fans house maxHc pot
bag clang farmer houses marks prince
ball' clock faster how matches pull
balloon comb fastest hungry me pulls
band come father hurt met pumping
banl£ cook feathers milk purapkia
bark cool feed I milicing punches
barn corn feel if miss puppy
be cotton few in money put
bear country field into monkey
been cover fields is month rabbit
before COVf find it morniiig raining
bell .cowa fire its mother rat
betTssen crayon first nm>uth rather
big crying fish Id.nd read
bird cup five Icing reading
bite flag kitchen nails real
b!ksk dance |!lour kit® naplda rides




book' did need ring
box digs four lake nic® rings
boy dish frog ioat~ lamb not river
brave do from ^oes land road













bnmp dolls lays one rooster
b'jjnps down hands leave orange rope
bnnch draw handiterclilsf left out run
byrn dress hard leg own r'orining
drink lias let
by drinking he lights peg©
' drum head like pail sand
cage duck help li.kes pair
cake ducks hen line pairs S Ca aOOJ.
call. her little pan sea
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Loe-Clark Reading Test Ii0o«='Clark Reading Test
Primvsr Form A ' Primer Fo3;*m B
a make toast a mail toest
eim man am malcE
and rosy und«r and ifian under
et la® at may
mot wagon me wagon
ball mic®. want birthday met want
birthday milk; was black mice was
black mouth wont bin© milk went
blue must wish boat mouth wish
boy my v#ith boy must with




can, on can old
candles out candles on
children children out
pail
did papers did pail
dog party dog papor?i
draw play draw X>arty
playhouse play




for read for ran
red red
girl rides garden rides




him said her said
hors© Band him sand
house says horse says
siz house eiz
iss some soma













iQs-Clark Reading Test First Reader Form A
a dream Jack . playground tlirevr
about duck jump pleas® tired
afraid jungle postmaster to
again ears post office toy
an eat kitty put toys
and egg knew traps
animals eggs rai •tree
another elephant last red trunk
anything elephants let robin try
at letter roll turned
ate farmer liked rolled twej.ve
autosiobiles feathers likes two
feet line said
baby fi^t listened sat undsr
banana first little seed
barked fleiv live seeds warm
bath floor shelf
big floYfor made shoes washed
bird for mall showed water
birds found make sick -weeks
black frcsra man slid went
block many slide wez*8
blow girl ' laice snow -when
blows grass milk soldiers vidla
bOYJ-WOW great mother something whits
boy groen much soiaetimes wl3.1
breakfast grew mud song Tfindow
brook grow . sorted wise
brov;nios near squealed worms.
ha.d need squiri'el” s
calvss hand nest stamp ysllow
caiae happy never stamped
cap has nose steps
carried hay not sticks
cat he store
cents hen of strong
chickens her® off Sue
choo-^choo hid old supper
churn hide on swim
climbed hill once
cloth his open takes
coat hold other taste
cotton how out tester
curly hungry over ten
luirry that
dead hiirt package the
dog party their-
dolls in pigs them
Donald is pink there
draw it planted three
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Mstropolitan Achievement. Test (Reading)
.
Priinary 1 Rettery: Rorws H
E crovrd happy money short vail
airplane cup having moon sighs war
all cuts he mother sings warm
and hea'vy slices was
aniraals deep help night wash
apple de 1* her nose small waste ,
apples dip hers nuts smi ling water
at dish hid serre weed
awiy dog high of scon wliat
doll him oil sound wheel
baby door his ca soup where
ball sress hit one sppon wide
banks drink hook only squirrel willow
basket horn orange stars
.
windoi'T
bath ear horse OU-T step wianiag
bear egg house sticks wish
bad c iter how stones wished
bee hui-gyy package stop with
beets face pair. stove wolf
before fair ill psii >roman
ball far in party table wonder
below f a rmer is . peaches takes
bird father peas talking
black find jam pecpis tall
boot finding Jane pets tell
both fire Jar pieces the
bowl fish job plant
•
them
boa: fished Jump plate there
broad fishing play these
five keep pretty they
cabbage riovrer kcctle pulling this
cabbages f :.od key pupoy t.h2?®©
cake
'
f ^ot purple throw
can for large . today
candles learn - rat trsy
guta leaves rings. turtle
cane girl lessen rough two
car give’ letter round
carriages go lily ,u.gly
chair goat listen scissors under
chasing gold look- seat
’
child gone ^ looking seven valley
,
coat good lovely several Veg e x> sb-o-c
coKia low she
cook
. iialr sheep 'wagon
c-orn liam ‘ ISEii sMniiig waiter '
,
cow liand map shoe
may shoes walking
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beyond • chair drives
bicycle check dnira
big cheek dvfelling
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Grade I (First Half) Form A
all clock get mo save upo.n
am coal girl men saw us
an coat give milk say
and * cock glad mine sec wagon
ara cold go more send walk
around cook 03 Id mother sheep want
at cool move shine waxK
corn had much ship was
baby could hand shop wash
bad count hard neck show watch
bag cross have new six water
balloon cup he no anile TTav®
banana cut head not smoke W0
band cute hear now smooth week
be heal snow well
bed damn here of soriKJ went
been day hide old soon 'iriiat
before did him on south wheat
behind dish his one© spoon wheel
better do hold one stamp vhen
between dog hole our stand where
big home out stop which
bird each house over store white
box ear iTurt own stump who
boy eat sun wi.U
bread
.
eleven iron pack vdng
brick end pail table with
bring engine keep , peel toam work
broke enough key plant tear would
brother evenihg king play ton
brought knee pocket tent yes
brown face knew point that you
brush father knock pole them your
build feel knoY# polite then
but fell - - pull
'oy fence lamb tills
find lamp rabbit ticket
call fine land rain time
can fire lark ran to
cap fish leaf read took
carry five left red top
cat. flag let ring train
change floor like 1*0ck tramp
chap flower lock room tr-oubl©
chase fly look round tm'key
cheese food love run turn
chimney four turtle
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Unit Scales of Attainment





















































































Jane motio.n . rains
John mouse ran
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Grade II (First Hali') Form B
play see tame went
playing seen that v/ere
pleasure several the wet
plow shake their what
pliam shall. them when
pony sheep then where
potatoes ship there which
presence shoes these while
present sick they white
priceless sines think who
princess sister this whole
process those whose
promise skate thought Tiin
pumpkins sld.p thousand \iXnd
puncture slow tiny vdsh
puppies small tired with
puppy smell to won
smile toy Yionder
quickest snd.th traveler woods
smock traverse 'word
rabbit smoke treacherous world
rabbits smooth treasure woms
race so tree vrould
radishes some tricks wren
rain sound trip wrote
raises speak tulips
raisin spill turkey yellow
rake spot turn you
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